
POINTS TO CONSIDER IN PREFERENCES 

Below is information about which the student should pay attention to during the preference 

process. 

- In order to be able to make a choice, each student must registered in the YÖS preference 

system. 

- You can register once in the YÖS Preference system. Repetitive registers are not accepted. 

- Each student must submit their identity information, passport information, name-surname, 

parents’ name, e-mail, mobile phone, etc. completely and accurately. The information given 

must belong to the student him/herself. 

- The students has a total of 20 preferences and 9 universities can be chosen at the same 

time. 

- Placements will be made according to preference and results order. 

- Mathematics, basic learning skills, and equally weighted score types achieved in OMÜ-YÖS 

are taken as a basis for placement in preferred programs. The score types of the departments 

are specified in the quota list . 

- The number of the students from the same country to be admitted to a program cannot 

exceed 20% of the current program quota. Except for the departments in which the score 

requirement is applied, this threshold is not applied if the quota is empty. 

- Placed candidates must pay their tuition fees for final registration. The registration fee 

paid by the placed students is non-refundable. 

- Students under the age of 18 (Eighteen) must bring their parents' (Mother and Father) Letter 

of Parental Consent (Permission). The consent letter must be approved by the Turkish 

Republic Notary or Turkish Foreign Representatives. The original letter of consent and its 

translation into Turkish are required.  

- Students who are registered in the same program level at another University in Turkey 

through the YÖKSİS system cannot be registered. 

- The student has to submit the original and notarized translation of the documents 

uploaded to the system , such as diploma, transcript, and exam results. 



- Not sumbitted applications between the announced dates or applications submitted with 

missing/wrong/fake documents are invalid. If detected after the final registration, s/he will be 

dismissed from the university. 

- International students who are registered to the university can benefit from general health 

insurance by paying a general health insurance fee, if they make a request to the Social 

Security Institution (SGK) within three months from the first registration date. 

- The student who claims to have Turkish proficiency certificate, equivalence certificate and 

residence permit must submit these documents. 

- For the Faculties of Medicine, Dentistry and Pharmacy, 70 points is required in OMÜ-YÖS.  

- Departments where students are admitted with special talent exam are specified in the 

quota guide. For the final registration to the departments that accept students with special 

talent, the candidate must pass the special talent exam to be held by the relevant department 

and be successful . 

- Candidates accepted for the Physical Education and Sports Teaching, Coaching Education, 

Sports Management and Recreation departments of the Faculty of Sports Sciences must 

submit the Health Board Report with the phrase "There is no harm for this student to study 

at the Faculty of Sports Sciences" . 

- Students of Turkish nationality, who have completed high school abroad, have to submit the 

entry-exit documents obtained from the e-devlet during the registration. In addition, these 

students must prove that they are abroad during the education period. 

- Students with dual nationality are required to obtain a Certified Identity Register Copy from 

the Population Directorate or via the e-devlet system. The first nationality phrase must be 

clearly stated in the EXPLANATION section of this document. Documents that do not 

include this phrase will not be accepted. 

- To the candidates who lost their Turkish citizenship by obtaining a permit to renounce their 

Turkish citizenship, candidates who certify that they have a blue card, which is given to those 

who lost their Turkish citizenship upon their request, and candidates who have completed 

their high school education abroad (except TRNC) and candidates with dual nationality, one of 

which is Turkish, a quota is applied in a way that 10% of the quota of the programs mentioned 

in the registration in the Teaching, Law, Medicine, Dentistry and Pharmacy programs is not 

exceeded. 


